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Assignment 1
 Readme.txt file

◦ Answer questions: talk to (meaningful to) people
 Cloud/external USB
 File organization: 

◦ Thoughtful
◦ Makes sense to you
◦ Keep data and programs separate
◦ BALANCE: Not too deep or wide

C:\...\Desktop\PHPM 672
C:\...\Desktop\PHPM 672\data
C:\...\Desktop\PHPM 672\week1
C:\...\Desktop\PHPM 672\week2
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Logical structure

phpm672

assign1 data

lab2 data

assign2 data

assign3 data

Assignment 1

The dataset I am using is Google Flu Trends which 
provides estimates of influenza activity for the United 
States. The objective of the dataset was to identify 
disease activity early which leads to a quicker respond 
from healthcare providers.

flu.cvs contains weekly (beginning on Sunday) flu 
estimates for various geographies. 

There are 620 rows/observations in the table and 160 
columns/variables, which correspond to weeks and 

geographies, respectively. The different geogrophies
include states, major cities, and HHS regions

(larger groupings of states).
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What we are going to learn
 Programming

◦ Variables      Naming rules & Naming guidelines

◦ Data Types   int double string binary

◦ Expressions
◦ Logical Expressions

 Operators
◦ Logical (~ / !), (& / and), (| / or) 

◦ Relational <, <=, ==, >, >

 Learn Conditional programming
◦ if then else end

 Common Pitfalls

Variables, Types, 
Assignments, Expressions
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Example mini-computer

 5 * 3 = ?
◦ Add 5
◦ Add 5
◦ Add 5

CPU (Processor)
 Instruction set (2 bit)

◦ 00: Save to

◦ 01: Retrieve from

◦ 10: Add

◦ 11: Subtract

Address Instruction Operand

00 10 0101

01 10 0101

10 10 0101

RAM

00100101

01100101

10100101

…

What is a Variable?
 A user defined name to represent a piece of memory for storing 

evaluated value(s).  A variable consists of 5 items
Name: 

meaningful human readable name 
How the user refers to variable

Data Type:
How to interpret variable for data representation

Size:
How much storage memory is needed to store data value
Can be inferred from data type

Value:
Actual value associated with variable 
stored in memory

Storage location:
Usually hidden from user by the interpreter or compiler
How the computer refers to a variable

For Our Purposes: Columns
Many variables.  A columns of variables
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Variable

 var label; 
 value label (interpretation)
 SAS: proc contents

Name Data
Type

Size Memory 
Location
(hidden from user)

Value

Radius float32 4 bytes 0x1800F040 3.23

currKey char 1 byte 0x1800F049 ‘k’

firstName string 6 bytes 0x1800B0E0 “morgan”

width int32 4 bytes 0x1800CCE8 800

type int8 1 byte 0x1800CCE7 27

Naming Rules
Use Valid Names
 Length: reasonably short (8) but descriptive
 Syntax: similar to userid

◦ Starts with a single letter followed by any number 
of letters, digits, or underscores.

◦ Digits [0-9], Letters [a-zA-Z], Underscore 
‘_’

◦ Capitalization
 STATA: differentiate
 SAS: does not differentiate
 Best to not use (too confusing for people)

 No spaces allowed
◦ _ or camelCase
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Naming Rules, cont
write programs for people
 Avoid Keywords (if, else, while, for, …)

◦ Result:  Error / confusing
 Use Meaningful names 

◦ currStudent better than fido, purpleSloth, 
or currItem

 Write readable names
◦ currStudent better than (cS, crSt, or crrStdnt)

 Convention
◦ b_: binary (bincome, b_income, bIncome)
◦ n_: number(nincome, n_income)
◦ c_:string / character (cincome, c_income)
◦ g_:groups (gincome)

What is a Data Type?
 How to interpret a storage location to 

retrieve the correct value.
 Other languages require you to explicitly 

specify the data type of variables
 SAS implicitly infers the data type from 

the first initialization(use) via the 
specified expression.
◦ Number/Char 
◦ String static (be careful of values getting 

cutoff)
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Example mini-computer

 5 * 3 = ?
◦ Add 5
◦ Add 5
◦ Add 5

CPU (Processor)
 Instruction set (2 bit)

◦ 00: Save to

◦ 01: Retrieve from

◦ 10: Add

◦ 11: Subtract

Address Instruction Operand

00 10 0101

01 10 0101

10 10 0101

RAM

00100101

01100101

10100101

…

Variable Types

 1  0  0  0  0  0 1 =64+1=65
 64 32 16  8  4  2 1

Type Stored value Interpreted 
value

Label 
Interpreted 
Value

int 1000001 (65) 65 65 or older

Char/string (ASCII) 1000001 (65) A Asian

date 1000001 (65) 1960/3/6 (SAS)
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Variable Type

 Number
◦ Int (long), real (double, float), date time

 String/Character
◦ Length matters

 Missing
◦ .  ‘.'
◦ ‘’ 
◦ SAS: .<0

ASCII: character encoding
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Declare a variable
 Tell the computer I need room in memory 

for a certain variable 
◦ A certain length 
◦ A certain type
◦ With a certain name
◦ Optional: Set to an initial value (initialize)

 Length: static vs dynamic
 SAS

◦ SAS: implicit when used for the first time
◦ Not one variable, but column of variables

What is Assignment?
<variablename> = <expression>

 Assigning a value of a specified data type 
to a storage location in computer 
memory.

 Variable name on left-hand side
 Expression on right-hand side

◦ Expression is evaluated and reduced to a 
single value

◦ Value is stored in storage location associated 
with variable name
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Assignment

SAS: <variablename> = <expression>

X=.;

*Name=“12345678901234567890”;

Name=“                    ”;

data newdata;

length name $10. numStud 4. lname $50.;

set infile;

What is an Expression?

 A mathematical sequence of operators, 
function calls, variables, numbers, and 
parenthesis that evaluates to a value

 Examples:
◦ 7
◦ 5*(4+3)
◦ 23 + sqrt( -1 ) / (4 – 4j)
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SAS: Numbers and Strings 
 Use length, or explicit declaration when needed

◦ num=.;

◦ str=“       “;

 Be careful of white space
◦ compress() will take out white space

 String: static length, so be careful not to cut off 
values when you get longer strings later.  
◦ NOTE: Invalid character data, i=110.00 , at line 15 column 10.

◦ Must declare a new variable with longer length, then copy 
over all values

◦ Try running string.sas (course website)

Numbers and Strings
SAS (Be careful of Strings getting cutoff)

data str2num;
str=“123”;
num=.;  * declare numeric variable;
num=str;

data num2str;
num=123;
str1=num;
str2=put(num, $3.);
* This will cutoff the 4 at the end, because no space to store;
str2=“1234”;

data test;
length str $10.;
set readin;
(or)
str=“                  “;
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Integer Number Representations
conversion functions    intmin, intmax

164

sign

int64
64-Bit Integer

uint64
{

{ 132

sign

int32
32-Bit Integer

uint32

116

sign

int16
16-Bit Integer

uint16

int8
8-Bit Integer

uint8

sign
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{

{
[-27, +27-1] = [-128, +127]

[-32,768  +32,767]

[0  65,535]

[0, +232-1]

[-231, +231-1]

[0, +28-1] = [0, +255]
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Integer Issues

 Overflow, expression tries to create an integer 
value larger than allowed valid range [min,max]

 x = int8( 127 ) + 1

 Truncation, fractions not supported
 int16(23)/int16(5) = 5 not 4.6

 Rounds result to nearest whole number

Real Number Representations
IEEE 754 Floating point standard

 Reals (http://kipirvine.com/asm/workbook/floating_tut.htm)

◦ Sign bit  (1 bit) : + / -
◦ Exponent (7 or 11 bits) : biased by 127 = exp-127

◦ Mantissa (fraction)  (23 bits or 52 bits): ଵ
ଶ
+ଵ
ସ
+ଵ
଼

…
◦ (+/-) (1+fraction) * 10 (exp-127) = + (1.01) * 10 (124-127)

= (1.01)*10 (-3) = (0.00101)=1/8+1/32=0.15625

◦ Single

◦ Double

Binary Numbers
1  0  0  1

1/2 1/4 1/8 1/16 

0.5+0.0625=0.5625

1001
8 4 2 1

8*1+1*1=9
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Real Number Representations
IEEE 754 Floating point standard

 Reals (http://kipirvine.com/asm/workbook/floating_tut.htm)

◦ Sign bit  (1 bit) : + / -
◦ Exponent (7 or 11 bits) : biased by 127 = exp-127

◦ Mantissa (fraction)  (23 bits or 52 bits): ଵ
ଶ
+ଵ
ସ
+ଵ
଼

…
◦ (+/-) (1+fraction) * 10 (exp-127) = + (1.01) * 10 (124-127)

= (1.01)*10 (-3) = (0.00101)=1/8+1/32=0.15625

◦ Single

◦ Double

Decimal fraction to Binary fraction
Lose precision

0.200000000000
= .00110011001100110011001

+ remainder 0.000000071526

Real Issues (single, double)
 Precision Error

◦ Most numbers don’t get represented exactly
◦ Finite precision of IEEE floating point
◦ Represented by nearest real number
◦ Separation between two closest numbers 

varies over entire range
 Numeric Stability (does error overwhelm?)

◦ Truncation Errors
◦ Accumulated error from repeated calculations

 Don’t compare real numbers
◦ 3.0 == 3.0 (NOT GOOD)

tionrepresentaactualError 

computedanswertrueError  _
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Conversion between types
Conversion: Use cast function
 Upcast to larger data type, no issue
 Downcast to smaller data type, 

◦ Truncation & clamping problems
◦ Conversion between signed and unsigned as an 

example
 Conversion from real to integer, 

◦ truncation to closest integer
 Conversion from integer to real, 

◦ approximation by nearest real
 Conversion from number to/from string

◦ Pay attention

Type of variables 
(from analysis perspective)
 Var Types

◦ Continuous (discrete is continuous in computers)
◦ Categorical
◦ Boolean
◦ ID: no other information but to link tables 

together.  i.e. random patient ID used in two 
tables.

 Helps you starting thinking about what you 
can do with the information

 Not all variables types exist in datasets.
 Just state NA.
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Basic descriptive analysis

 Numerical
◦ N, mean, max, min, std dev, unique values 

(mode)
◦ SAS: proc means

 Categorical
◦ Frequencies, cross tabulation
◦ SAS: proc freq; 
 tables var1list/nocol norow nopercent; 

 tables var1*var2/nocol norow nopercent;

Answer Questions

proc print data=fn(obs=10);

proc contents data=fn;

proc freq data=fn;

proc means data=fn;
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